Abstract. In a recent paper [5] , Moshe Jarden proposed a conjecture, later named the Kuykian conjecture, which states that if A is an abelian variety defined over a Hilbertian field K, then every intermediate field of K(Ator)/K is Hilbertian. We prove that the conjecture holds for Galois extensions of K in K(Ator).
Introduction
In his article "Diamonds in Torsion of Abelian Varieties", Moshe Jarden made the following conjecture:
Conjecture. [5] Let K be a Hilbertian field, A an Abelian variety defined over K, and M an extension of K in K(A tor ). Then M is Hilbertian.
In the same article he proved the conjecture is true if K is a number field, and in a later paper written by Fehm, Jarden, and Petersen [2] , the class of Hilbertian fields K for which the conjecture holds was greatly extended. In each case, specific properties of the fields considered had to be used to verify the conjecture.
In this paper, we apply a group-theoretic approach which enables us to prove Jarden's conjecture for all Hilbertian fields provided that M/K is a Galois extension. This approach requires the introduction of a special type of group, the Galois-Hilbertian group. Definition 1. A profinite group G is called Galois-Hilbertian if for every closed normal subgroup H of G the following property holds: If K is a Hilbertian field and L/K is a G/H-Galois extension, then L is Hilbertian.
Remark 2. Suppose G is Galois-Hilbertian and H is a closed normal subgroup of G. Since each quotient of G/H is also a quotient of G, it follows that G/H is also Galois-Hilbertian. Thus, if K is a Hilbertian field and L/K is a G-Galois extension, then L H is a Hilbertian field. We see then that every Galois extension of K in L is Hilbertian.
There are several well-known examples of Galois-Hilbertian groups:
(1) Finite groups are Galois-Hilbertian since every finite extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian. [3, Prop. 12.3.5] I would like to thank my advisor Michael J. Larsen of Indiana University for introducing me to this problem and providing much valuable guidance and feedback in producing this work. I would also like to thank Moshe Jarden for helping to improve this paper after I had first written it. He located some errors in the paper and provided very helpful feedback. He also graciously provided Lemmas 6 and 7 and alternative arguments for Lemmas 8 and 9, Proposition 12, and Theorem 27, all of which cleared up the original presentation. The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem. For each n every closed subgroup of p GL n (Z p ) is Galois-Hilbertian.
It is known that the maximal separable extension of K in K(A tor ) has a Galois group over K which is a closed subgroup of p GL 2 dim(A) (Z p ), so we can conclude that every Galois extension of a Hilbertian field K in K(A tor ) is Hilbertian.
The strategy employed is to show that extensions of Galois-Hilbertian groups by Galois-Hilbertian groups are again Galois-Hilbertian, and then we will see that any closed subgroup of p GL n (Z p ) can be expressed as an extension of a GaloisHilbertian group by a Galois-Hilbertian group. The latter result utilizes a theorem of Larsen and Pink [6] which describes special properties of subgroups of GL n (F p ). We also state and apply several results regarding properties of p-adic analytic groups and products of finite simple groups, and we make use of Haran's diamond theorem to make several important reductions.
Throughout this paper we will consider many homomorphisms between profinite topological groups. In particular, we will use the following homomorphisms, all of which are continuous:
• Inclusion of a closed subgroup into a group • Projection from a closed subgroup of a direct product of groups to any subproduct of the groups • The canonical isomorphisms from the first, second, and third isomorphism theorems
Since all of the groups we consider are closed subgroups of profinite groups, they are compact. Thus, we are only considering continuous maps from compact spaces to Hausdorff spaces, and so the homomorphisms are closed maps. We will use this fact often when we consider a closed subgroup of one group as a closed subgroup of another group by means of one or more of the homomorphisms listed above.
Results
Proposition 3. Every Galois-Hilbertian extension of a Galois-Hilbertian group is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proof. Suppose we have a closed normal subgroup G ′ of G such that G ′ and G/G ′ are Galois-Hilbertian. Let H be any closed normal subgroup of G. The groups
are both Galois-Hilbertian since they are quotients of Galois-Hilbertian groups. We also have the canonical isomorphisms
. We now view G/H as an extension of the Galois-Hilbertian group G/H by the Galois-Hilbertian groupḠ ′ . Now let K be a Hilbertian field and L an extension of K with
is Galois-Hilbertian. Thus, G is Galois-Hilbertian.
We now introduce a class of groups called k-stage groups. We prove that k-stage groups are Galois-Hilbertian and then use them to construct other Galois-Hilbertian groups.
Remark 5. If a group G is k-stage, then it is (k + 1)-stage, for G always has the subgroup {e}, and G/{e} is k-stage. Therefore, G is also j-stage for any j ≥ k.
We now establish that certain closed subgroups of k-stage groups are also k-stage groups, but first we will require several results regarding closed subgroups of direct products of finite simple groups.
Lemma 6. Let G = i∈I S i be a direct product of finitely many finite simple groups, and let H be a subgroup of G. Suppose the projection of H on each of the factors of G is surjective. Then there is a subset J of I such that H ∼ = j∈J S j .
Proof. We proceed by induction. The result is trivial if |I| = 1, so suppose that the result holds for any direct product of k finite simple groups for some k ≥ 1, and let |I| = k + 1. Choose some i ∈ I, set I ′ = I {i}, and let
In both cases, the conclusion of the lemma follows from (1).
Lemma 7.
Let (H x , α yx ) x,y∈X be a projective system of finite groups such that the homomorphism α yx : H y → H x is surjective for all y ≥ x. For each x ∈ X we assume that H x = i∈Ix S i is a direct product of finitely many finite non-abelian simple groups. Then H = lim ← − H x is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups, each isomorphic to a group belonging to the set x∈X {S i | i ∈ I x }.
Proof. We may assume that 0 ∈ I x and set I ′ x = 0 ∪ I x . Given x ≤ y in X, we define a map β yx : I ′ y → I ′ x in the following way. First we set β yx (0) = 0. Next let j ∈ I y . Then either α yx (S j ) is trivial or α yx (S j ) is a non-abelian simple subgroup of H x . In the former case we set β yx (j) = 0. In the latter case there exists a unique i ∈ I x such that α yx (S j ) = S i [4, p. 51, Satz 9.12(b)]. We set β yx (j) = i and note that α yx maps S j isomorphically onto S i . Now let I 0 yx = {j ∈ I y | β yx (j) = 0} and I yx = I y I 0 yx . Then β yx maps I yx bijectively onto I x . Also, j∈I 0 yx S j = Ker(α yx ) and α yx maps j∈Iyx S j isomorphically onto H x = i∈Ix S i .
If z ∈ X and z ≥ y, then the uniqueness in the first paragraph of the proof implies that β yx • β zy = β zx . Moreover, β xx : I with y ≥ x. Also, let I x = lim ← −y≥x I yx . Then I x is a finite subset of I and β x maps I x bijectively onto I x and β x (I
H → H x be the inverse limit of the homomorphisms α yx :
Since each of the maps α yx : S iy → S ix is an isomorphism, so is the map α x : S i → S ix . In particular, S i is a finite simple non-abelian subgroup of
Since for each x ∈ X the group H x is generated by the groups S i with i ∈ I x , the group H is generated by the groups S i , for i ∈ I. It follows that H = i∈I S i , as claimed.
Lemma 8. Let G = i∈I S i be a direct product of finite non-abelian simple groups, and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Suppose that the projection of H to each of the factors of G is surjective. Then H is isomorphic to a direct product of simple groups, each belonging to the set {S i | i ∈ I}.
Proof. For each finite subset J of I let G J = j∈J S j and let H J be the projection of H to G J . Lemma 6 gives a subset
← − H J is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups, each isomorphic to a group belonging to the set {S i | i ∈ I}.
Lemma 9. For each prime p, let G p be a pro-p group, and let H be a closed subgroup of p G p such that the projection π p : H → G p is surjective for each p. 
Since G 2 Ker(π 1 ) is abelian, it follows that Ker(π 2 ) = G 1 and Ker(π 1 ) = G 2 . Thus,
Lemma 11. Let H be a closed subgroup of a direct product of finite simple groups which projects surjectively to each factor. Then H is a direct product of finite simple groups.
Proof. Let H be a closed subgroup of G = i G i , where the G i are finite simple groups. Let A be the set of indices i for which G i is abelian, and let R be the set defined in Lemma 8, where the equivalence relation ∼ is only defined on the G i which are non-abelian. Let π A : H → i∈A G i and π R : H → j∈R G j be the projection maps. First we write i∈A G i as p (Z/pZ) αp , where α p is a (possibly infinite) cardinal, by grouping all of the abelian finite simple groups of order p together for each prime p, and we let π p : H → (Z/pZ) αp be the projection map. Then π A (H) is a closed subgroup of the direct product of the pro-p groups π p (H). From Lemma 9 we get that π A (H) = p π p (H). In addition, π p (H) is a closed subgroup of a Z/pZ-vector space, so it is isomorphic to (Z/pZ) βp for some β p ≤ α p [3, Lemma 22.7.3]. Hence, π A (H) is a direct product of finite simple groups. From Lemma 8 we also have that π R (H) = j∈R G j . Thus, we can view H as a closed subgroup of j∈R G j × p π p (H) which projects surjectively to each of the two factors. We conclude from Lemma 10 that H = j∈R G j × p π p (H), and so we have that H is a direct product of finite simple groups.
Proposition 12. Let H be a closed subgroup of a direct product of k-stage groups such that the projection of H to each factor is surjective. Then H is k-stage.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on k. A direct product of 1-stage groups is again a 1-stage group, so suppose H is a closed subgroup of a 1-stage group which projects surjectively to each factor. From Lemma 11, we see that H is isomorphic to a product of finite simple groups, so H is 1-stage. Now suppose that H is a closed subgroup of a product of (k + 1)-stage groups G = i G i which projects surjectively to each factor, and any closed subgroup of a product of k-stage groups which projects surjectively to each of the factors is again a k-stage group. For each G i we have a closed normal subgroup 
Lemma 13. Every finite group G is k-stage, where k ≤ |G|.
Proof. The result is trivial if |G| = 1, so suppose that all groups of order at most k are k-stage. Let G be a finite group with |G| = k + 1. If G is simple, then G is 1-stage, so suppose G is not simple. Then G has a minimal normal subgroup H, and so H ∼ = n i=1 S for some finite simple group S; hence, H is 1-stage. Also, |G/H| ≤ k, so G/H is k-stage. Therefore, G is (k + 1)-stage. Corollary 14. Let H be a closed subgroup of a direct product of groups of order bounded by k such that the projection of H to each factor is surjective. Then H is k-stage.
Proof. Suppose each of the groups in the product has order bounded by k. By Lemma 13, all of these groups are k-stage. Thus, H is a closed subgroup of a direct product of k-stage groups which projects surjectively to each factor, so by Proposition 12, H is k-stage.
Haran's diamond theorem is a powerful result for identifying Hilbertian fields within Galois extensions of Hilbertian fields. We will need this result to make several important reductions. Proof. Let K, L, and {G i } i∈I be as above, and let
Thus, by Haran's diamond theorem, K ′ is Hilbertian. If, on the other hand, H contains all but possibly one G i , say G i1 , then H contains the subgroup G
Proposition 16. Every k-stage group is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If G is a 1-stage group and H is any closed normal subgroup of G, then G/H is a direct product of finite simple groups [3, Lemma 25.5.3(d)]. Finite groups satisfy the hypotheses of the groups in Lemma 15, so in particular we see that every G/H-extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian. Thus, G is Galois-Hilbertian. Now suppose G is (k + 1)-stage and all k-stage groups are Galois-Hilbertian, so G has a closed normal subgroup G ′ such that G ′ is 1-stage and G/G ′ is k-stage. Thus, G ′ and G/G ′ are Galois-Hilbertian. It follows from Proposition 3 that G is Galois-Hilbertian.
Lemma 17. Every abelian profinite extension of a k-stage group is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proof. Abelian groups and k-stage groups are Galois-Hilbertian, so the result follows from Proposition 3.
A group G is called p-adic analytic if G is an analytic manifold over Q p such that the functions (x, y) → xy and x → x −1 for x and y in G are analytic. We will be particularly interested in p-adic analytic groups which are also pro-p groups. There are many equivalent characterizations of pro-p p-adic analytic groups. We will adopt one of these characterizations and say that a pro-p group G is p-adic analytic if it is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of GL n (Z p ) for some n [1, p. 97]. There are several properties of p-adic analytic groups that will prove useful. In particular, every closed subgroup of GL n (Z p ) is finitely generated [3, Lemma 22.14.4], so p-adic analytic groups are finitely generated; hence, they are small [3, Lemma 16.10.2]. Hence, closed subgroups and quotients of pro-p p-adic analytic groups are pro-p p-adic analytic groups [1, Thm. 9.6]. We now introduce another class of groups, which we term Z-analytic.
Definition 18. A topological group is called Z-analytic if it is isomorphic to p G p , where for each prime p, G p is a pro-p p-adic analytic group.
Proposition 19. Every closed subgroup of a Z-analytic group is Z-analytic.
Proof. Suppose H is a closed subgroup of a Z-analytic group G = p G p . Let π p be the projection of H to G p . Then π p (H) is a closed subgroup of G p , so π p (H) is a pro-p p-adic analytic group. Thus, H is a closed subgroup of the Z-analytic group Proof. We use the notation from the proof of Proposition 19. Let H be any closed normal subgroup of G, and then
, and since quotients of pro-p p-adic analytic groups by closed normal subgroups are again pro-p p-adic analytic groups, we have that G/H is Z-analytic. Since G p /π p (H) is a small group for each p, the groups G p /π p (H) satisfy the hypotheses of the groups in Lemma 15. Thus, every G/H-extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian, so G is Galois-Hilbertian.
Remark 21. It is worth noting that Proposition 19 would not necessarily be true if the groups G p were not pro-p groups. In particular, this means that a closed subgroup of p GL n (Z p ) is not necessarily a direct product of closed subgroups of the GL n (Z p ). If this were the case, then the Kuykian conjecture would follow from a slight modification of Lemma 15. The proof of Proposition 19 requires the result of Lemma 9, which depends on the fact that quotients of the factors in the direct product have orders that are pairwise relatively prime. This is not the case in general.
Lemma 22. Every Z-analytic extension of a Galois-Hilbertian group is GaloisHilbertian.
Proof. Z-analytic groups are Galois-Hilbertian, and so the result follows from Proposition 3.
Corollary 23. Every Z-analytic extension of an abelian extension of a k-stage group is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proof. By Lemma 17 we know that an abelian extension of a k-stage group is Galois-Hilbertian. Thus, by Lemma 22 we have that a Z-analytic extension of an abelian extension of a k-stage group is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proposition 24. For each n there exists some k such that every closed subgroup of p GL n (F p ) is a Z-analytic extension of an abelian extension of a k-stage group.
Proof. Let H be a closed subgroup of p GL n (F p ). Consider the subgroups H p = π p (H), where π p is projection to the pth factor. We simultaneously view H p as a subgroup of GL n (F p ) and p GL n (F p ) in the natural way. Larsen and Pink showed that there are normal subgroups Corollary 25. For each n every closed subgroup of p GL n (F p ) is Galois-Hilbertian. Now we are ready to prove the main result:
Theorem 26. For each n every closed subgroup of p GL n (Z p ) is Galois-Hilbertian.
Proof. First we make a small reduction. If H is a closed subgroup of A × B, where A = GL n (Z 2 ) and B = p>2 GL n (Z p ), then consider the projection π B : H → B. If H 0 = Ker(π B ), then H 0 is a closed subgroup of GL n (Z 2 ), so H 0 is finitely generated, hence, small. Thus, H 0 is Galois-Hilbertian. Now π B (H) is a closed subgroup of p>2 GL n (Z p ), so if π B (H) is Galois-Hilbertian, then H is Galois-Hilbertian by Proposition 3. Thus we need only consider closed subgroups of p>2 GL n (Z p ).
Let H be a closed subgroup of p>2 GL n (Z p ), K a Hilbertian field, and L/K a Galois extension with Gal(L/K) ∼ = H. For each prime p > 2 let GL n (F p ). Thus, we can view H/N as a closed subgroup of p GL n (F p ). From Corollary 25 we see that H/N is Galois-Hilbertian. It is known that N p is a pro-p p-adic analytic group for each p > 2 [3, Lemma 22.14.2], so p>2 N p is a Z-analytic group, and N is a closed subgroup of p>2 N p . Thus, by Proposition 19, N is also Z-analytic. Now we see that H is a Z-analytic extension of the Galois-Hilbertian group H/N , so by Lemma 22, H is GaloisHilbertian.
Immediately, we have the following: Theorem 27. Let K be a Hilbertian field and A an abelian variety defined over K. If M is a Galois extension of K in K(A tor ), then M is Hilbertian.
Proof. For each prime p, we have A p ∞ = ∞ n=1 A p n , where A p n is the set of p ntorsion points of A, and we have A tor = p A p ∞ . Let K p be the maximal separable extension of K in K(A p ∞ ), and let K ′ be the compositum of the K p . Since K(A tor ) is the compositum of all the K(A p ∞ ), we have that K ′ is the maximal separable extension of K in K(A tor ). Thus, if M is a Galois extension of K in K(A tor ), then 
